Densification of mobile networks using small cells (SCs) is a promising approach to achieve the forecasted 1000x growth in capacity for next generation wireless communication systems. However, a major impediment of dense SC network is the low signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) regime, notably in uncoordinated time-division duplexing (TDD) systems in sub-6GHz bands. To circumvent this issue and to enhance the performance of the physical (PHY) layer, hybrid beamforming (HBF) solutions involving both analog and digital stages are necessary. HBF technologies provide interference rejection through analog filtering prior to quantization, spatial multiplexing and require lesser radio-frequency (RF) chains and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Conversely, digital beamforming (DBF) performance saturates because of high interferers (blockers) and restricted ADC dynamic range. Moreover, HBF RF circuitry could be further simplified by the use of phase-only weights in analog beamforming (ABF) stage. However, this would be at the cost of making the SINR optimization problem non-convex. Existing sumrate results amalgamating quantization noise consist of lower bounds obtained by distortion factor approximation and worst-case distribution assumption. In this paper, we propose a relaxation approach to phase-only beamforming which allows for a straightforward solution using off-the-shelf interior point algorithms. Rather than directly comparing it in terms of sumrate, we compare it first in terms of SINR, as a function of an algebraic angle between the interferer and the user, with a state-of-the-art local convergence method. Further to this, we include an ADC model to the existing lower bound sumrate results, and analyze various solutions in a sub-6GHz multi-user uplink scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for wireless capacity is predicted to increase 1000x times by 2030 compared to the prevailing demands. To overcome this impending challenge, densification of mobile networks using small cells with short coverage as key enablers are deployed. Furthermore, time-division duplexing (TDD) is expedient when considering short coverage, owing to asymmetrical uplink/downlink traffic and the simpler RF front-end realizations. Unfortunately, with densification, the coordination between SCs and frequency reuse strategies become more complex. Thus, to safeguard a given quality-of-service, inter-SCs interference management is needed. This can be enabled by the use of multi-antenna processing systems on the physical (PHY) layer. In addition, they enable time-frequency resource UE : User Equipment sharing between SCs due to the spatial degree of freedom. A typical inter-SC interference scenario is depicted in Fig.  1 where the downlink operating SC is interfering with the adjacent uplink operating SC.
The millimeter waves (mmW) frequency bands authorize the implementation of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems with many antennas, which can concurrently alleviate the high path loss and enable numerous simultaneously supported users through the narrow beam-width beamforming. However, excessive cost, increased energy consumption, and high sensitivity of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) to blockers [1] make these systems unaffordable and immensely complex [2] for digital implementation. This is further exacerbated by the large number of antennas, increasing the number of RF components (RF chains, mixers etc) linearly.
In contrast, the sub-6 GHz frequency band does not suffer from a high path loss, leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. Nevertheless, in uncoordinated networks inter-SC interference is higher, while the allowed number of antennas is lower. Furthermore, the SCs operating in sub-6GHz may be prone to signal blockage during the analog-to-digital conversion due to high interferers (e.g. the scenario of Fig. 1 ). Without acknowledging the quantization noise introduced by the ADC in the channel model, the benefit of analog spatial filtering present in HBF is not evident.
In HBF, analog circuitry with different complexities are available, directly influence the computing complexity of the analog beamweights. These beamweights can be implemented either using phase shifters only, or using amplifiers/attenuators and phase shifters simultaneously. Various configurations of the beamweight network connection can be realized, varying from the fully connected architecture, to the simpler partially connected architecture [3] .
In this work, we shall only consider a fully connected phase shifter only network implementation. As stated previously, HBF allows the use of fewer RF chains and ADCs (compared to the full digital architecture) and spatial filtering of blockers [1] through the ABF stage. Moreover, the lower dimensional digital stage improves the interference rejection and separates the users. In the literature, the beamforming problem for SCs has been addressed via different cost functions, such as the sumrate, the output SINR and the transmitted power, in amalgam with different constraints like minimum SINR, maximum average transmitted power, maximum per-antenna emitted power and phase-only weights in the ABF stage. In [4] , Sohrabi and Yu, focus on the problem of maximum sumrate beamforming at the transmitter and receiver with phaseonly constraints in a point-to-point scenario. They indicate that at either the transmitter or the receiver, the problem reduces to a maximum sumrate beamforming problem with per-antenna power constraints addressed in [5] . Wiesel et al. in [6] address the problem of designing a beamformer at the transmitter (precoding), in a multiuser scenario (downlink) with a zero-forcing criterion (maximum signal-to-interferenceratio) and per-antenna power constraints. The authors claim that their solution based on generalized inverses may surpass the pseudo-inverse solution in the dual uplink scenario under noise uncertainty conditions. The novelty of our work lies in the fact that we address the maximum SINR HBF problem at the receiver, with phase-only constraints in a multiuser uplink scenario and unlike [4] - [6] , we incorporate ADC model to illustrate the practicality of the hybrid architecture compared to the full digital one. In the sequel, we compare our proposed solution with the state-of-the-art solution of Zhang et al [1] and demonstrate the relevance of the method. In our preceding work [7] , we analyzed the SINR loss in existence of a blocker, as a function of the angle of arrival of the blocker for suboptimal approaches, designed on simple phases extraction algorithms. In this paper, we propose to use a semidefinite relaxation (SDR) approach to convert the non-convex problem into a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem, making it easily solvable by off-the-shelf optimization toolboxes. Our contributions are then multi-fold. First, we shall address the problem of a single user phase-only beamforming, and evaluate the SINR loss of different solutions (SDR, Capon and Zhang et al) as a function of a channel orthogonality metric between the user and the interferer. This results in a simple and reliable benchmark of the algorithms that are designed to operate with a low number of antennas and a high probability of non-orthogonal users and interferers channels. Secondly, we consider the the uplink channel system model, and assess the performances of the solutions through a lower bound of the uplink sumrate obtained under some assumptions that allow tractable semi-analytical simulations. Results are obtained assuming perfect channel state information at the receiver.
The paper is organized as follows: single user and multiuser analysis are respectively addressed in section II and in section III. Numerical simulations are presented in section IV and we render the conclusions in section V. We use capital boldface characters and lower case boldface characters to denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. The N × N identity matrix is noted I N . ( · ) H , ( · ) −1 denote the conjugate transpose and the matrix inverse respectively. The (k, m)-th entry of a matrix A is noted [A] k,m and its (k)-th column a (k) .
II. SINGLE-USER, SINGLE-INTERFERER ANALYSIS
Consider a n r antennas SC, receiving a signal y ∈ C nr composed of a superposition of a single antenna user signal x u ∈ C and a single antenna interferer x i ∈ C. The SC processes the received signal by computing a beamforming vector w = [w 1 . . . w nr ] T . The channel model can be written as follows:
where h u and h i are respectively the channel vectors of the user and the interferer in C nr and n is the thermal noise vector whose elements follow CN (0, σ 2 n ) and whose covariance matrix is R n = σ 2 n I. Without loss of generality we consider that the user emits a power E[|x u | 2 ] = 1 and the interferer E[|x i | 2 ] = P i . The instantaneous covariance matrices of the user signal and the interferer signal are defined as R u = h u h H u and R i = P i h i h H i respectively. In these conditions the SINR conditioned to the channel realization can be written as:
In the case of unconstrained choice of the beamforming vector elements, i.e. w k ∈ C, the maximum SINR solution is known to be the generalized Capon beamformer [8] . It corresponds to the eigenvector w C associated to the biggest eigenvalue of (R i + R n ) −1 R u , and its attained SINR is equal to this eigenvalue. The supremum of this eigenvalue can be calculated as the SINR attained by the matched filter while setting R i = 0 (perfect interference cancellation) i.e. :
It is clear that λ max depends on the channel vectors realization. The legitimate questions here are: when does the equality to its supremum hold, and how much loss is introduced when the equality does not hold? To answer these questions we characterize the channel realization by the angle α between the user and the interferer channel vectors:
The rationale behind this is that the interferer channel vector can always be decomposed into the sum of a usersubspace-component and an orthogonal-to-the-user-subspacecomponent:
The interference is harder to cancel as the ||h u i || grows relatively to ||h u⊥ i || or equivalently as cos(α) approaches 1. A. SDR approach to the optimal SINR phase-only beamforming problem
In the phase-only case the optimal SINR beamforming problem can be formulated as [1] :
where CM = {w ∈ C nr | |w k | = |w 1 | ∀k = 2 . . . n r } is the set of constant modulus vectors. Since this set is nonconvex the optimization problem stated above is also nonconvex and no analytical solution is available. Consequently we propose the use of an SDR strategy to find a solution to this problem [9] . First we reformulate the problem similarly to the Capon approach and add the constant modulus constraint using the covariance matrix of the received signal conditioned to the channel realization R y = (R u + R i + R n ):
Secondly, we transform the constraint w H h u = 1 into a power constraint w H R u w = 1 and use the following identities:
Finally, by defining W = ww H , a hermitian positive semidefinite matrix, we formulate the problem as follows:
minimize
It is interesting to note that in this latter problem the nonconvex constraint is only the rank constraint, and dropping it relaxes the problem into the following SDP convex problem:
This latter problem is convex and easily solvable by an interior point solver, using the CVX MATLAB [10] toolbox for example. Once a solution W * to the problem (21) is found, one must convert it into a feasible solution w * of the problem (11) . Several methods exist, they would generally introduce a loss of optimality (otherwise we would have solved an NP-Hard problem by a polynomial time algorithm) [11] . However for certain specially structured problems there is no loss of optimality. This is for example the case if rank(W * ) = 1, which means that there exists only one dimension along which it is possible to extract a candidate solution w * . In our case we use the eigenvector associated to the maximum eigenvalue of W * , i.e. if the ordered eigenvalues are λ 1 ≥ . . . λ nr :
Please note that if rank(W * ) > 1 this heuristic does not generally give the optimal solution. But we observed from our simulations that the rank of W is always one and it seems that the solution found by this heuristic is optimal. Nevertheless the attained SINR is not necessarily the optimum attained by the Capon beamformer without beamweights constraints.
III. MULTIUSER SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we consider the multiuser model and its associated HBF algorithm in the case of phase-only weights in the analog stage [1] . We also introduce ADCs into the model.
Consider an n r antennas SC receiving a signal y ∈ C nr composed of a superposition of n u single antenna users signal x ∈ C nu and n b single antenna blockers x b ∈ C n b . The users channels matrix H and the blockers channel matrix H b are respectively in C nr×nu and C nr×n b . Without loss of generality we assume that the users emit a unit power, i.e. E[|x k | 2 ] = 1 and the blockers emit a power equal to E[|x bk | 2 ] = P bk . The covariance matrices of the users signal and the blockers signal conditioned to the channels realization are respectively R mu = HH H and
The SC station first processes this signal by an analog stage, modeled by an ABF matrix A ∈ CM n RF , with output y a = A H y. Secondly the quantization step is modeled by a non linear function Q(.) that acts as a scalar quantizer on the real and imaginary parts of every element of y a , yielding to the vector y q . Finally, the DBF step is performed using the matrix D ∈ C n RF ×nu . These steps are summarized as follow:
A. ADC model assumptions
Due to the quantization step being a nonlinear operation, we make some assumptions to make the sumrate expression and DBF matrix construction tractable. First the ADC output can be rewritten by using an additive quantization noise model (AQNM) [12] y q = (1 − ρ)y a + n q (31) which introduces the distortion factor ρ. By assuming gaussian distributions for users and interferers signals, and a Max-Lloyd quantizer (the optimal non-uniform quantizer) the distortion factor can be approximated using the Pater-Dite formula [13] :
for a number of b bits greater or equal to 3 [14] . Finally the covariance matrices of the quantization noise and the ADCs outputs are [12]
B. Analog beamforming matrix construction
In this paper we restrict to the case of n u = n RF by assigning one RF chain to each user. We also use a user disjoint approach, which means that every column a k of A is calculated independently from the others by solving the problem (21) while setting:
C. Digital beamforming matrix construction
Once an ABF matrix is found, it is possible to calculate a Capon DBF matrix as [8] :
which consists of the product of the inverse of the quantized signal's autocorrelation matrix and the equivalent channel matrix A H H.
D. Uplink sumrate lower bound in the presence of ADC
The entropy of a multivariate gaussian distribution with an autocorrelation matrix R is log 2 det(2πeR). This formula is used to calculate the well known information theory result [15] of the maximum uplink sumrate (multiple access channel):
This result assumes a gaussian thermal noise, a gaussian users signal and a gaussian blockers signal, without considering any beamforming nor quantization. However if we rewrite our channel model according to the assumptions of III-A:
the mutual information I(x, x) is analytically non-tractable because of the unknown quantization noise distribution and its entropy. Nevertheless a lower bound on the sumrate can be derived taking the worst possible quantization noise distribution for a given variance, namely the gaussian distribution [12] [16] [17] :
IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, we present our numerical results to compare between HBF solutions in the frames presented in the previous sections. Namely comparing the SINRs in a single-user singleinterferer scenario, and comparing the sumrate in a multiuser uplink scenario in presence of blockers. For single user simulations we use a stochastic channel model. This allows the construction of the interferer channel according to eq.(8) and fixing cos(α) for every run. For multi-user simulations we use a more realistic geometry based channel model with uniform linear array assumption (ULA) for the SC receiver. We assumed unit emitted power for users and variable emitted power for blocker/interferer, expressed relatively to the users power. 
A. Single user SINR simulations
We compare the mean SINR of our phase-only beamforming algorithm and a state of the art algorithm [1] relatively to the matched filter supremum reference described in II. Both algorithms are initialized with the Capon solution phases.
Their respective performance is plotted as a function of cos(α) in Fig.3 . Simulations were performed using n r = 8, P i = 40dB and a high SNR = 20dB. For a fair comparison termination criteria are set to 10 −6 in terms of linear SINR progression and to 100 in terms of maximum number of iterations in both algorithms. The elements of h u were generated following CN (0, 1) and then normalized to have ||h u || 2 = n r to keep an SNR gain compared to a single antenna system. h i is calculated from each realization and each cos(θ) point. We notice a considerable improvement up to 10 dB of the SINR as compared to the local convergence approach of [1] . We also notice that the relaxation approach does not attain the optimum unconstrained Capon (amplitude and phase weights tuning) level, which is due to the degree of freedom reduction. We conclude that the SDR performs better than the power iteration method of [1] due to the convex reformulation and the rank one solution allowed by the special structure of the problem.
B. Multiuser sumrate simulations
In this section, we compare the mean sumrate of our phaseonly beamforming algorithm to the state-of-the-art algorithm [1] initialized with the Capon solution phases. In addition we plot also the Capon beamformer sumrate in the case of a hybrid system (amplitude and phase, in the analog and in the digital stage) and a full digital system. Simulations were performed using n r = 16, n u = 8, n b = 1 and variable P b ∈ [0, 60]dB and b ∈ {4, 8, 12} bits. Termination criteria and number of iterations are set equally to the previous subsection. Channel matrices are generated following an ULA single path model, i.e. their columns h k = h[1, e −j2πd sin(θ) . . . e −j(nr−1)2πd sin(θ) ] T with the interelement distance d = 0.5, the fading h ∼ CN (0, 1) and the In Fig. 4a , we observe that 8 bits is sufficient for all the schemes to properly operate when the blocker is as high as the users power (i.e. 0 dB). Nonetheless a clear performance degradation of the full digital scheme appears as the blocker power increases in Fig. 4b, due to the non-negligible quantiza- tion noise introduced by the high blocker. The use of an analog spatial filtering stage is thus necessary to avoid an extremely low sumrate. Conversely, HBF schemes keep a near optimal performance with a slight advantage of SDR in the high SNR regime.
In Fig. 5 we plot the mean sumrate at SNR = 20dB as a function of the blocker power for b = 4 and b = 8 bits. We notice again a clear performance diminution of the full digital scheme as the blocker power increases, worsened by passing from b = 8 to b = 4 bits. The hybrid Capon scheme and the SDR scheme do not depend on the blocker power due to a perfect interference nulling. The loss between the two schemes arises from the white noise gain introduced by the phase-only restriction (since introducing a null in the radiation pattern increases the secondary lobes levels, and thus the white noise gain [18] ). The hybrid architecture is unable to apodize the secondary lobes due to the constant modulus constraint. This higher white noise gain increases the quantization noise power during the digitization step. Comparatively the local convergence nature of the method [1] implies an imperfect null alignment and thus a sensitivity to the blocker power.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of phase-only beamforming for the analog stage in HBF architecture. We used an existing relaxation approach to convert the non-convex problem into an SDP problem, making it easily solvable by off-the-shelf optimization toolboxes. In contrast to a state-ofthe-art solution, this method has a guaranteed convergence to the optimum SINR. The existing results on the sumrate taking into account the ADC quantization noise consist of lower bounds obtained under worst-case distribution hypothesis and approximated distortion factor. Rather than directly comparing in terms of sumrate, we preferred to compare the algorithms in terms of SINR first, as a function of a user-to-interferer algebraic angle. This created a more reliable benchmark in a high SNR single user scenario. We then adapted literature results to evaluate the sumrate in a multiuser TDD scenario of a sub-6GHz SC operating in uplink, with blocker level up to 60dB. We noticed that the full digital scheme experiences a rapid saturation and even a zero sumrate in the worst blocking cases with fewer ADCs bits, whereas hybrid schemes keep an acceptable performance with low loss to optimality. In future works, performance analysis will be extended to multi-path channel model and a limited resolution phase shifters.
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